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Overview
What even is social media?

Why is social media useful?

Best practices and avoiding burnout

Key terms and definitions
Different platforms and their audiences
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Resource sharing
Information sharing (and mis/disinformation)
Connecting communities

Scheduling posts
Responding to negative comments
Setting boundaries with your work



About Me
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MA in Book Publishing from PSU
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Social media manager for Ooligan Press
Freelance social media manager for
authors and agents

Creates content
Maintains branding
Tracks all social media data

Communications and Policy Analyst for
the State Library



Social Media:
An Overview

“forms of electronic communication (such as websites for social
networking and microblogging) through which users create online
communities to share information, ideas, personal messages, and
other content (such as videos)” – Merriam Webster



Definitions

Impressions

Number of users that the post
comes in front of, as
determined by the platform's
algorithm.

Algorithm

A platform's formula, code, or
set of rules that determines
what and how posts appear in
a user's feed.



Ways to increase impressions:

Impressions (cont.)

Higher engagement numbers in
the initial hours a post is active

Ads - pay per impression

Interactions with other accounts -
like, comment, and generally
participate more in the social

media platform

Posting at ideal times;
understanding when your
followers are most active



Definitions

Engagement

Number of times a user engages
in any form with the post.

Reactions (likes)
Shares
Comments
Link clicks

Forms of engagement:

Engagement Rate

Number of engagements per
impression.

Found by dividing number of engagements
by number of impressions. Important for
understanding audience interest.



Ways to increase engagement:

Engagement (cont.)

Include a call to action Use giveaways

For certain platforms, longer
captions see higher
engagement rates

Use multiple photos, videos,
or graphics



Definitions

Campaigns

A set of themed posts that are
sent out over a predetermined
period of time. 

Followers

A user who chooses to follow
another user's account on any
given platform, thus adding
their content to their regular
feed. 



Campaign Examples



Definitions

Hashtags

A word or phrase used to "tag"
or label a post in a community
or category. The word or
phrase is preceded by the
pound sign (#). 

Memes & GIFs

Memes are images that are
remixed and reused with
different captions and
meanings that play off each
other.

GIFs are short videos on loops,
often used in the same way as
memes.



Memes & GIFs Examples



Major Platforms

Data from 2021



Major Platforms
A platform where people can share long or short form text that
may have an image, video, or link accompanying it.

Has "pages" that allow people
to engage with specific
communities
Very text based platform, used
for information sharing
Engagement types: React
button, comment, share, link
clicks



Major Platforms

Photo-based platform where an image is
posted and displayed prominently with a
caption below.

Uses features such as "stories" and "reels" as well
as an "explore page"
One of few platforms that use hashtags the
traditional way
Engagement types: Liking, commenting, sharing
to your story, saving; no links in posts



Major Platforms
Platform for short, text-based posts that can have an
accompanying video, photo, or link.

Posts are limited to 280 characters 
Platform design is meant to invoke fast-paced information sharing
Engagement types: Liking, commenting, retweeting, link clicks



Major Platforms
Platform for creating and sharing photo-based "pins" that are meant
to be saved and used as a resource later. 

Most pins link to a website, blog, or
product
Unlike other platforms, pins receive
active engagement for months
Engagement types: Saving, link clicks



Major Platforms
Platform for professional development; essentially, a digital
networking site for employees, volunteers, interns, and more. 

Great place for volunteer opportunities, job
announcements, staff highlights, training
opportunities, etc. 
Operates like Facebook; users must have
individual profiles to manage a business
account
Engagement types: Like, comment, repost,
send, link clicks



Major Platforms
TikTok

A video-based platform where users post
short to long form clips, up to 3 minutes. 

Two different user feeds: friends and main
The epitome of meme culture, users make and remix
videos and sounds that play off each other. Also a
great place to share information.
Engagement types: Like, comment, share, save, follow
(directly from the post)



Major Platforms
A place where people create communities, known as subreddits,
that users can subscribe to, post in, and engage with. 

Has several different feed options,
including "most relevant"
(traditional) and "news"
Not as useful for businesses
Engagement types: Upvotes and
downvotes, comments, shares



Branding
Brand:
A consistent voice for all marketing
materials that reach your audiences.
Essentially, it's your page's personality. 

Keep your brand consistent but open
to trends; consider a brand style guide
Don't create a brand that is too niche
or narrow



Branding Example



Why is social
media useful? Get resources to your

community
Engage with patrons and
build rapport by creating
entertaining content
Share critical information
and stop the spread of
disinformation



Engage with patrons
Creating inviting, funny, entertaining content
builds rapport with your audience and boosts
your place in patrons' algorithms. 

Users engage with your
content more when they
find it entertaining.

Your content appears more
often in their feed. You can
also gain followers.

When you share
information and resources,
it reaches more people.



Followers engage with the
post, boosting it in the
algorithm of non-followers'
feeds.

Get resources to your community
Use your page to post about essential resources for your community.

Followers see the resource
you've shared in their feed.

The resource reaches more
people the more the post is
engaged with.



Examples of resource sharing:



Information
Sharing

False or inaccurate information shared
on social media.

Misinformation

Known false or inaccurate information
that is shared with the intent to cause
harm or mislead others. 

Disinformation

Misrepresentations of the LGBTQ+
community and their literature, especially
with regards to the trans community
Inaccurate information about healthcare
and/or access to healthcare
False information shared about mental
health and wellness from unlicensed
therapists

Examples of harmful mis- and disinformation:



Connecting with
communities
Building your community - following other
libraries and engaging with them; form
genuine connections
Inviting participation from your audience and
creating approachable content
Incorporating pictures and videos (with
consent) of patrons participating in library
activities
Participating in discussions online - getting
user feedback, making your patrons feel heard



Best Practices and Avoiding Burnout

Responding to
comments Scheduling posts Avoiding burnout



Responding to comments

Libraries are not required to adhere
to these guidelines. These are
provided as a potential tool.

The image on this slide as well as
the next one are a flowchart from
the Department of Administrative
Services advising state agencies on
how to respond to harmful or
inappropriate comments. 



At the State Library, if there is a
comment that causes harm to an
individual or community, I will
delete it as soon as I see it. 



Scheduling posts
In the platform:

Facebook - done through
MetaBusiness Suite
Instagram - done through
MetaBusinessSuite on Facebook
Twitter
Pinterest - with a business account
TikTok - through a creator or
business account on a web
browser; videos cannot be edited
once they are scheduled

Platforms that allow for scheduling: 

Through a third party: 

These tend to be very expensive,
about $100-250 per month as a
starting point.  
Similar to how you would schedule
in-platform posts - you still need to
write all your content and upload it
to the schedule
Some provide metrics and data

Users pay a third party that has one
centralized calendar to schedule on
multiple platforms.  



When scheduling an Instagram post,
all images must have the same ratio,
and if they're vertical they'll be
cropped to a 4:5 ratio. 





Beware constant
notifications

Avoiding burnout

Set boundaries

Schedule time to be on
the platform; don't feel
like you need to be on
there 24/7 to catch all

the trends.
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Don't feel pressured to
instantly check
notifications. 

Collaborate
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Consider a rotating
schedule - one person

assigned to your
channels for each day

of the week.

According to Indeed, 52% of workers experienced burnout in 2021. For
social media managers, the pressure to constantly be "on" often extends

outside work hours and leads to increased burnout.



Questions?



Contact
Email:
sadie.verville@slo.oregon.gov

Number:
971-375-2713


